Getting social at UNWGIC

These are the pillars of the #webwavevant.
Digital development and #DigitalCooperation will continue to remain a priority if we are to rebuild in a sustainable way.

Thanks @RIKSA for taking us on the #ImpactOnHumanity journey.

#UNGA
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Psst, pass it on ....

#UNWGIC2022
#WomenInGeospatial
#Geospatial
#Maps
#IGIF
#SDGs
#Opendata
#EarthObservation
#Imagery
#ClimateAction
#Research
#MondayMotivation
#TBT – Throwback Thursday

And … don’t forget to @people!
Now it’s time to mingle!

- Be brave
- Find three people not yet in your network
- Find out what they do
- Ask for their social media accounts and agree to follow each other
- Follow Women in Geospatial and join our network